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Abstract
In this paper, we present an efficient multilayer general
area router, named V4, for MCM and dense PCB designs.
The unique feature of the V4 router is that it uses no more
than four vias to route every net and yet produces high
quality routing solutions. A number of combinatorial
optimization techniques are used in the V4 router to produce high quality routing solutions in polynomial time. As
a result, the V4 router is independent of net ordering, runs
much faster, and has far less memory requirement compared to other multilayer general area routers. We tested
our router on several examples, including two industrial
MCM designs from MCC. Compared with the 3D maze
router, on average the V4 router uses 2% less wirelength,
31% fewer vias, and runs 26 times faster. Compared with
the SLICE router, on average the V4 router uses 4% less
wirelength and runs 4.6 times faster.

1. Introduction
Due to the high packing density in MCM designs, the
MCM routing problem is more difficult than the conventional IC or PCB routing problems. First, MCMs may
have far more interconnection layers than ICs. Moreover,
unlike routing in ICs where the routing region can be
naturally decomposed into channels and switchboxes,
there is no natural routing hierarchy in MCM routing.
The MCM routing problem is an immense threedimensional general area routing problem where routing
can be carried out almost everywhere in the entire multilayer substrate. Finally, the pitch spacing is much
smaller and the routing result is much denser in MCM
routing as compared to those of conventional PCB routing. Thus, traditional PCB routing tools are often inadequate in dealing with MCM designs1.
Few methods are available for multilayer MCM routing. A commonly used method for multilayer MCM
designs is the three-dimensional (3D) maze routing
[HaYY90, Mi91]. Although this method is conceptually
simple to implement, it suffers from several problems.
First, the quality of the maze routing solution is very sensitive to the ordering of the nets being routed, yet there is
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Besides the problem of efficient utilization of routing resource, there
are also several performance issues involved in MCM routing. For example, for high-performance designs, the wires need to be modeled as
lossy transmission lines, where signal reflection and cross-talk need to be
taken into consideration.

no effective algorithm for determining a good net ordering
in general. Moreover, since each net is routed independently, global optimization is difficult and the final routing
solution often uses a large number of vias despite the fact
that there are many interconnection layers. Finally, 3D
maze routing requires long computational time and large
memory space since it needs to store the entire routing
grid and search in it.
Another method for multilayer MCM routing is to
divide the routing layers into a number of x-y layer pairs.
Nets are first assigned to x-y layer pairs and then twolayer routing is carried out for each x-y layer pair (the xlayer runs horizontal wires and the y-layer runs vertical
wires) [HoSV90]. Although this approach is efficient in
general, it faces a few problems. First we have to predetermine the number of the routing layers before we can
carry out layer assignment, but there is no accurate estimation for the number of routing layers required. Moreover, detailed routing information, such as constraints on
via and segment locations, are not considered during the
layer assignment stage, which may lead to poor detailed
routing results.
Recently, a multilayer MCM router named SLICE was
developed by Khoo and Cong [KhCo92]. It computes a
routing solution on a layer-by-layer basis and carries out
planar routing in each layer. On average it uses 31%
fewer vias and runs four times faster than the 3D maze
router. However, since planar routing can complete only
a limited number of nets, a two-layer maze router was
used at each layer to complete as many remaining nets as
possible. The use of maze router again slows down the
computation and introduces extra vias.
Several efficient routers have been proposed for
silicon-on-silicon based MCM technology [PrPC89,
DaKJ90, DaDS91, DaKS91]. Since the number of signal
routing layers is usually small in this technology, some
techniques for IC routing, such as hierarchical routing and
rubber-band routing, can be applied to yield good solutions. However, it is not clear how to generalize these
techniques to multilayer general area routing.
In this paper, we present an efficient multilayer general
area router, named V4, for MCM and dense PCB designs.
The unique feature of the V4 router is that it uses no more
than four vias to route every two-terminal net2 and yet
produces very satisfactory routing solutions. This result
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The majority of the nets in MCM designs are two-terminal nets. A
k-terminal net can be decomposed into k − 1 two-terminal nets so that it
can be routed using at most 4(k − 1) vias by the V4 router.

makes an interesting contrast with the theoretical result by
Marek-Sadowska [Ma84] which shows that each twoterminal net can be routed using at most one via in a twolayer topological routing solution. Although the result in
[Ma84] is very interesting in theory, the resulting topological routing solution usually uses long wires and introduces congestion when mapped to a physical routing solution. Therefore, the method in [Ma84] is usually not
applied directly in practice. To our knowledge, the V4
router is the first practical multilayer general area router
which guarantees to use a small number of vias for every
net yet produces high quality physical routing solutions.
Bounding the number of vias per net is not only helpful
for via minimization but also very important for precise
delay estimation at the higher level of MCM designs. For
high-performance MCMs, vias not only increase the
manufacture cost but also degrade the system performance since they form impedance discontinuities and
cause reflections when the interconnections have to be
modeled as transmission lines[Ba90].

2. Problem Formulation
The MCM routing problem consists of a set of modules,
a set of nets, and a multilayer routing substrate. Modules
(dies) are mounted on the top of the substrate by wire
bonding, tape-automated bonding (TAB), or flip-chip
bonding with solder bump connections. The substrate
consists of multiple signal routing layers, with (possible)
obstacles in some routing layers, such as power/ground
connections and thermal conducting vias. The I/O terminals of the modules are brought to the first signal routing
layer through distribution vias. The goal of MCM routing
is to connect the I/O terminals in each net in the substrate.
The signal routing layers in the substrate are numbered
from top to bottom. We assume that there is a Manhattan
routing grid superimposed on each routing layer where the
spacing between grid lines is determined by the routing
pitch for the given technology. Two wires in adjacent signal routing layers can be connected by a via. Vias may be
stacked on top of each other to connect wires in nonadjacent layers. Stacked vias can be formed in several
ways, e.g., by filling the etched via with nickel in the
AT&T AVP process or by plating copper posts as in the
MCC process[Sh91].
Vertical tracks

The output of the routing problem is a set of routing
segments and vias that connect all the nets. The quality of
the routing can be measured by the total wirelength, the
number of vias, the number of wire bends (jogs) and the
number of layers required to complete the routing. Long
wire paths increase propagation time and should be
avoided. Vias and wire bends degrade the signal’s fidelity
by introducing impedance discontinuities in signal paths
thus should also be minimized. Each additional routing
layer increases the manufacturing cost and thus the
number of layers should also be minimized.
In each routing layer, a horizontal grid line is referred
to as a horizontal track and a vertical grid line is referred
to as a vertical track. The terminals on the same horizontal track form a row, and the terminals on the same vertical track form a column. For a terminal x, row (x) and
col (x) denote the row number and the column number of
x respectively. Two adjacent rows form a horizontal
channel, and two adjacent columns form a vertical channel. (See Fig. 1.) The channel formed between between
the i-th and (i +1)-th rows (columns) is named the i-th horizontal (vertical) channel. Clearly, there is no terminal in
a horizontal or a vertical channel.

3. Description of the algorithm
In this section, we present the algorithm used in the V4
router which guarantees to use no more than four vias for
each net. We first give an overview of the entire algorithm, and then we describe each step of the algorithm in
detail.

3.1. Overview of the algorithm
Our algorithm first decomposes each k-terminal net into
k − 1 two-terminal nets based on Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithm. Although the spanning tree topology
is used for the initial multi-terminal net decomposition,
there are several operations in our algorithm which allow
us to introduce Steiner points during the physical routing
process so that the final routing solution for each net is a
Steiner tree instead of a spanning tree. In the remainder
of this section, we assume that each net is a two-terminal
net. For each net i, let pi denote its left terminal (i.e., the
one with the smaller column number) and qi denote its
right terminal.
The V4 router routes two adjacent layers at a time, one
layer for horizontal wires and the other layer for vertical
wires. When routing in the current layer pair, the V4
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the definitions.

Fig. 2 Each net is routed using at most four vias.

router maintains a list, named Lnext , which consists of the
nets to be routed in the next layer pair. For each layer
pair, it processes column by column starting from the
left-hand side. At each column c, the V4 router executes
the following four steps:
(1) Horizontal track assignment of the left terminals: For each left terminal pi in column c, we connect it to an appropriate horizontal track t li using a
vertical segment in column c called the left v-stub of
net i. The horizontal segment to be routed in track
t li is called the left h-segment of net i (see Fig. 2).
For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the track assignment
of the left terminals p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 at column c.
(2) Horizontal track assignment of the right terminals: For each right terminal qi whose left terminal
pi is in column c, we connect it to an appropriate
horizontal track t ri , which is free between col (pi )
and col (qi ), using a vertical segment in column

col (qi ) called the right v-stub of net i. The horizontal segment to be routed in track t ri is called the
right h-segment of net i (see Fig. 2). For example,
Fig. 3(b) shows the track assignment of the right
terminals q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , and q 4 . If we fail to assign qi
to a feasible horizontal track, we rip up the left vstub of net i and add i to the list Lnext .
A net is active if we have assigned its left and right terminals to the appropriate tracks yet its routing has not been
completed. Clearly, for an active net i, we need to use a
vertical segment to connect the two horizontal tracks t li
and t ri . Such a vertical segment is called the main vsegment of net i (see Fig. 2). The next two steps to be carried out at column c are:
(3) Routing in the vertical channel: Select a maximum subset of the main v-segments of all the
active nets and route them in the c-th vertical channel CHc . Clearly, the density of the selected main
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Fig. 3 Overview of the algorithm.

v-segments should not exceed the capacity of CHc .
In Fig. 3(c), the nets 1 to 7 are active nets and the
nets 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are completed in CHc (note
that the v-segments of nets 3 and 4 are of zero
length).
(4) Extending to the next column: We extend the left
h-segments of the remaining active nets to column
c + 1. If the left h-segment of an active net i is
blocked, we rip up the left h-segment, the left vstub, and the right v-stub of net i and add i into the
list Lnext . The nets in Lnext will be routed in the next
layer pair. For example, In Fig. 3(d) the left hsegments of nets 1 and 7 are extended to column
c + 1.
After these four steps, we move to column c + 1. It is
clear from the description of our algorithm that each net is
routed using at most three vertical segments (the left vstub, the main v-segment, and the right v-stub) and at
most two horizontal segments (the left h-segment and the
right h-segment). Therefore, each net is routed using at
most four vias. (We do not count the stacked vias for
bringing the terminals to the proper routing layer, since
these vias have to be used independent of the choice of
routing algorithms.)
After we have processed all the columns in the current
layer pair, we move to the next layer pair and route the
nets in Lnext . In our implementation, we rotate the routing
substrate by 90 degree before we move to the next layer
pair so that the scanning direction for the next layer pair is
orthogonal to that for the current layer pair. Such an
implementation leads to a better utilization of the routing
resources.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the
methods used for the first three steps of the algorithm (the
forth step is straightforward). Due to the length restriction,
details of these methods and the optimality and complexity analysis of these methods are not presented in this
paper. The reader may refer to [KhCo93] for details.

3.2. Horizontal Track Assignment for the Left
Terminals

Let Pc = {p 1, p 2, . . . pnc } be the left terminals in the
current column c sorted according to the increasing order
of their row numbers. A horizontal track is unoccupied if
it is not used by any left h-segment of an active net nor is
it reserved for any right h-segment of an active net. The
objective of this step is to connect each terminal in Pc to
an appropriate unoccupied horizontal track using a left vstub in column c. Our algorithm constructs a bipartite
graph LGc in which each node on the left-hand side
represents a left terminal pi in Pc and each node on the
right-hand side represents an unoccupied horizontal track
t j . There is an edge (pi , t j ) in LGc if pi can be connected
to track t j using a (left) v-stub in column c without crossing other terminal in the same column. Moreover, each
edge (pi , t j ) may have a weight w (pi , t j ) which indicates
the preference of assigning track t j to pi . We have shown
that finding a best track assignment of the left terminals is
equivalent to computing a generalized maximum
weighted non-crossing matching in the bipartite graph
LGc . Moreover, we have shown that LGc is not too dense.
More precisely, let hc be the number of unoccupied horizontal tracks at column c, then the number of edges in
LGc is no more than 2hc . Based on these results and the

efficient solution to the generalized maximum weighted
non-crossing matching problem by Khoo and Cong in
[KhCo92], we have concluded that the horizontal track
assignment of the left terminals in column c can be carried
out optimally in O (hc loghc ) time.

3.3. Horizontal Track Assignment of the Right
Terminals

Let Qc = {q 1, q 2 , . . . qnc } be the set of the corresponding right terminals of the left terminals in column c. A
horizontal track is feasible for qi if (i) it is an unoccupied
track and is free between column c and column col (qi )
(excluding columns c and col (qi )), or (ii) it is occupied by
a left or right terminal of net i. The objective of this step
is to connect each qi to an appropriate feasible track t j
using a (right) v-stub so that t j is reserved for the right hsegment of net (qi ). We construct a bipartite graph RGc in
which q 1, q 2 , . . . qnc are the nodes on the right-hand
side and the union of the feasible horizontal tracks (t j ) of
qi ’s are on the left-hand side. There is an edge (qi , t j ) if
track t j is feasible for qi and we can connect qi to track t j
using a right v-stub in column col (qi ) without crossing
other terminals. If qi and q j are in the same column (say,
y (qi ) < y (q j )) and there is no other terminals between qi
and q j , we only allow qi to be adjacent to tracks below
1

2
1
2

(y (qi ) + y (q j )) and q j to be adjacent to tracks above

(y (qi ) + y (q j )). Moreover, each edge (qi , t j ) may have
a weight w (qi , t j ) which indicates the preference of
assigning track t j to qi . We have shown that any matching
in RGc corresponds to a valid track assignment of the
right terminals in Qc . To optimize the assignment, our
algorithm computes a maximum weighted matching in
RGc . Furthermore, we have shown that RGc can be
simplified so that it has at most n 2c edges yet still contains
a maximum weighted matching, where nc is the number
of left terminals in column c. Based on these results and
the minimum cost maximum flow algorithm by
Tarjan[Ta83], we have concluded that the horizontal track
assignment of the right terminals can be carried out in
O (n 3c lognc ) time.

3.4. Routing in a Vertical Channel
Let Nc denote the set of active nets that cross the
column c. The objective of this step is to complete as
many active nets in Nc as possible by routing their main
v-segments in the channel CHc . For each active net i in
Nc , its main v-segment corresponds to a vertical interval
Ii . Each interval Ii in INT (Nc ) may have a positive weight
w (Ii ) which indicates the priority of the net i being completed in CH
 c . Let INT (Nc ) denote the set of vertical
intervals {Ii i ∈ Nc }. We have shown that INT (Nc ) forms
a partially order set. Moreover, computing the optimal
routing of the main v-segments in channel CHc is
equivalent to computing a maximum weighted kc cofamily in INT (Nc ), where kc is the capacity of CHc .
(For the definition of a k-cofamily, see [GrKl76, CoLi91].)
Based on these results and the efficient algorithm for computing a maximum weighted k-cofamily by Sarrafzadeh
and Lou [SaLo90], we have concluded that routing in the
vertical channel CHc can be carried out optimally in
O (kc .m 2c ) time, where mc is the number of active nets that
cross column c.

4. Experimental Results
We implemented the V4 router on Sun workstations
using the C language. The V4 router was tested on five
examples shown in Table 1. The first three examples
labeled test1, test2, and test3 are random examples consisting of only two-terminal nets. The last two examples
labeled mcc1 and mcc2 are industrial MCM designs provided by MCC. In particular, the example mcc2 is a
supercomputer with 37 VHSIC gate arrays. The routing
pitch is 75 um for all the examples. The experiments
reported in this section were performed on a Sun
SPARCstation II with 32MB of main memory.
The routing results obtained by the V4 router are shown
in Table 2. The second column shows the number of
layers used by the V4 router. The third column shows the
total number of vias used by the V4 router for each example, which includes both the number of stacked vias used
for bringing the terminals to their proper routing layers
and the number of vias used for net connection. The forth
column shows the total wirelength for each of the routing
solutions. We compute a wirelength lower bound for each
net i using the formula
2
LB (i) = max(HP (i),  MST (i))
3
where HP (i) is the half perimeter of smallest bounding
box containing all the terminals in net i, and MST (i) is the
wirelength of a minimum spanning tree 3 connecting all
the terminals in net i. The wirelength lower bound of
each routing example listed in the forth column is the
summation of the wirelength lower bounds of all the nets
in the design. The V4 router used at most 4% more
wirelength than this lower bound for all examples except
for mcc1, which means that the wirelength usage of the
V4 router is very close to optimal. (Since there are many
multi-terminal nets in mcc1, the lower bound computed
by Eq. (1) is no longer tight.)
Table 3 shows the distribution of the completed nets as
the number of routing layers increases. It shows that 5777% of the nets are routed in the first layer pair. For all
test examples, no more than 5% of the nets are routed in
the last layer pair. This indicates that it is very likely that
we can reroute the nets in the last layer pair in the previous layer pairs in a postprocessing step so that we may
reduce the number of routing layers for most of the
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Table 1 Characteristics of test examples.

3
It is well known that the wirelength of a minimum spanning tree is
no more than 1.5 times that of a minimum Steiner tree in Manhattan routing [Hw76].












examples by two. Currently, we are working on such an
enhancement.
Table 4 shows the comparison of the V4 router with a
general 3D maze router and the SLICE router for multilayer MCM designs [KhCo92]. The 3D maze router
failed to produce a routing solution for mcc2 due to its
high memory requirement for large examples. Compared
with the 3D maze router, on average the V4 router used
2% less wirelength, 31% fewer vias, and ran 26 times faster. Compared with the SLICE router, on average the V4
router used the same number of vias but 4% less
wirelength, and ran 4.6 times faster. The V4 router used
slightly more routing layers than the 3D maze router and
the SLICE router due to the restriction of the routing
topology generated by the V4 router in order to guarantee
four-via routing. However, as discussed in the preceding
paragraph, there is a good chance that we can reduce the
number of routing layers used by the V4 router by two for
most examples.
A very important advantage of the V4 router is that it
does not store the routing grid during the routing process.
At any time, the V4 router needs to store only the assignment of the horizontal tracks and the vertical segments of
the active nets, which leads to very low memory requirement. For a MCM substrate consisting of K layers of L×L
routing plane, the memory requirement of the V4 router is
Θ(L + n), where n is the number of terminals in the given
design. However, the 3D maze router requires Θ(KL 2 )
amount of memory, and the SLICE router requires
Θ(αL 2 ) amount of memory, where α is a control parameter determining the range of maze router. If we reduce the
pitch spacing by a factor of k, the memory requirement of
both the 3D maze router and the SLICE router increases
by a factor of k 2 , while the memory requirement of the
V4 router increases by only a factor of k. Therefore, for
% of nets completed in x layers
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Table 2 Routing solutions by the V4 router.

 




 

Table 3 Distribution of the completed nets
in different layer pairs.
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Table 4 Comparison of the V4 router with the 3D maze router and the SLICE router.
the next generation dense packing technology, the advantage of the V4 router will become much more significant.

5. Conclusions
We have presented an efficient multilayer general area
router, named V4, for MCM and dense PCB designs. The
unique feature of the V4 router is that it uses no more than
four vias to route every net and yet produces high quality
routing solutions. It demonstrates elegant applications of
several efficient combinatorial optimization techniques to
the multilayer general area routing problem. As a result,
the V4 router is independent of net ordering, runs much
faster, and has far less memory requirement. Compared to
the 3D maze router and the SLICE router, the V4 router
produced better quality routing solutions in much less
computation time.
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